
Network+ N10-005
Trainer: Keith Barker
Training Method: Computer Based Training (CBT Nuggets)

->OSI=open system interconneciton (Standardization)
->DOD (department of defence TCP model)
->ISO=Internal Standards Organization
->TCP/IP is a protocol suite 
CEO->CIO->IT Manager->Senior Network/Systems Engineer->
Network/Systems Engineer->Junior Network/Systems Engineer->
Technician or Internee/Trainee Engineer
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->Encapsualtion and De-encapsulation
->mnemonic->All people seem to need data processing
->SPFB(Segment(ports)->Packet(IP)->Frame(MAC)->Bits(0/1))
(mnemonic->Some people fear birthdays)
->PDU(Protocol Data Unit)
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ARP is a layer 2 protocol 
ICMP is a layer 3 protocol

->Traffic Analyzer or Protocol Analyzer
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->RJ-45(Registered Jack) Connector and Socket 

->Hub is more like a repeater of bits
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->MAC(Media Access Control address)(48 bits)
->OUI(Organizational Unique Identifier)(24 bits)

->switch learns source mac addresses so it knows where to 
send the frame 
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->IPv4 (32 bits/4 bytes/8 octets)
->IPv6 (128bits/16 bytes/8 groups each 2 octets/EUI-64)
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IP address is logical layer 3 address
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Dotted Decimal Notation
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CIDR=Classless Interdomain Routing Notation
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IETF(Internet Engineering Task Force) has developed IPv4 and 
IPv6
Decimal->Hexadecimal->Binary
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IPv4 is 32 bits
IPv6 is 128 bits
Globally Routable IPv6 address
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Creating Sub networks

(IPv4 Subnetting)
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(VLSM/Variable Length Subnet Mask Example)
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IPVv4(Unicast/Broadcast/Multicast)
IPv6(Unicast/Multicast/Anycast)
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(32 bits) Broadcast layer 3 = 255.255.255.255
(48 bits) Broadcast layer 2 = ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
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IOS(Interconnecting Operating System)
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IGP(Interior Gateway Protocol)(RIP/EIGRP/OSPF/IS-IS)
EGP(External Gateway Protocol)(BGP)
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Convergence is the state of a set of routers that have the 
same topological information about the internetwork in which 
they operate. For a set of routers to have converged, they 
must have collected all available topology information from 
each other via the implemented routing protocol, the 
information they gathered must not contradict any other 
router's topology information in the set, and it must reflect 
the real state of the network. In other words: In a converged 
network all routers "agree" on what the network topology 
looks like.
Convergence is an important notion for a set of routers that 
engage in dynamic routing; All Interior Gateway Protocols 
rely on convergence to function properly. To have converged 
it is the normal state of an operational autonomous system. 
The Exterior Gateway Routing Protocol BGP typically never 
converges because the Internet is too big for changes to be 
communicated fast enough.
Convergence time is a measure of how fast a group of routers 
reach the state of convergence. It is one of the main design 
goals and an important performance indicator for routing 
protocols to implement a mechanism that allows all routers 
running this protocol to quickly and reliably converge.[2] Of 
course, the size of the network also plays an important role, 
a larger network will converge slower than a small one.
RIP is a routing protocol that converges so slowly that even 
a network of a few routers can take a couple of minutes to 
converge. In case of a new route being advertised, triggered 
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updates can speed up RIP's convergence but to flush a route 
that previously existed takes longer due to the holddown 
timers in use. OSPF is an example of a fast-converging 
routing protocol. A network of a few routers can converge in 
a matter of seconds.
Certain configuration and hardware conditions will prevent a 
network from ever converging. For instance, a "flapping" 
interface (an interface that frequently changes its state 
between "up" and "down") might cause conflicting information 
to propagate the network so that routers never agree on its 
current state.
EIGRP Timers: The default hello timer for a high-speed 
broadcast network link is 5 seconds and the hold-down timer 
is 15 seconds whereas the default timers for slow-speed NBMA 
link are 60 seconds hello and 180 seconds dead. A slow-speed 
NBMA link is classified as any NBMA link with speeds equal to 
or less than 1544Kbps (A single T1)

BGP Timers: The Cisco IOS default keepalive timer is 60 
seconds and the default HoldTime is 180 seconds, while 
Juniper routers use a default keepalive of 30 seconds and a 
default HoldTime of 90 seconds.
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ethernet MTU is 1500 bytes
(MTU must match in ospf)
OSPF metric is cost
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What Is Network Latency?
Bandwidth is just one element of what a person perceives as 
the speed of a network. Latency is another element that 
contributes to network speed. The term latency refers to any 
of several kinds of delays typically incurred in processing 
of network data. A so-called low latency network connection 
is one that generally experiences small delay times, while a 
high latency connection generally suffers from long delays.
Measuring Network Latency
Network tools like ping tests and traceroute measure latency 
by determining the time it takes a given network packet to 
travel from source to destination and back, the so-called 
round-trip time. Round-trip time is not the only way to 
specify latency, but it is the most common.
On DSL or cable Internet connections, latencies of less than 
100 milliseconds (ms) are typical and less than 25 ms 
desired. Satellite Internet connections, on the other hand, 
average 500 ms or higher latency.
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Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a standardized exterior 
gateway protocol designed to exchange routing and 
reachability information between autonomous systems (AS).[1] 
The protocol is often classified as a path vector protocol 
but is sometimes also classed as a distance vector routing 
protocol.
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CSMA/CD(Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection)
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STP(Spanning Tree Protocol) stops the layer 2 loop and allows 
fault tolerance (layer 2 redundancy/resiliency)

For bridge ID the internal Base MAC address of switch is used
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STP (802.1d) Convergence (Layer 2 conergence) = slow 
convergence
RSTP(Rapid Spanning Tree)(802.1w) = fast convergence
MLS (Multiple Spanning Tree) (802.1s) = fast convergence

VLAN(Virtual Local Area Network)
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VLANs can be created for different departments or groups like 
HR, Engineering, IT, Training, Accounting, Data, Voice, 
Sales, Marketing, Managers

802.1q tagging
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->NTP(Network time protocol) UDP port number is 123
->RDP(Remote desktop protocol) TCP port is 3389
->we need to know the port numbers to filter traffic for 
specific applications e.g. using ACLs
->multiple session for same applications are handled by port 
numbers at the session layer
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->use SSH(Secure Shell) instead of telnet in a production 
network
DHCP(Dynamip Host Configuration  Protocol)

->DORA(Discover/Offer/Request/Ack)
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->Telnet sends clear text password whereas SSH is encrypted
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->Microfot Remote Desktop Connection
->Webex 
->LogMeIn 
->TeamViewer
->RealVNC
->PCAnywhere
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->don't debug in a production network
->use ping command to populate the arp cache for a PC 

(Protocol Numbers/Identifies tranport layer protocols)
TCP 6
UDP 17
ICMP 1
IGMP 2

What layer of OSI reference model does ICMP work at?
it is layer 4 as it has its own protocol number 
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VoIP 
QoS
SIP (TCP)
RTP (UDP)
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(SNMP/Simple Network Management Protocol)

->Server Manager
->Agent being monitored generates a trap 
->Read and Write
e.g. PRTG, Nagios, Cacti, HP OpenView, CiscoWorks LMS etc.
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gratuitous arp-> duplicate IP address detected. 

SPAN(Switch Port Analyzer)
->Port Mirroring should be allowed on switch
->wireshark can be used as a protocol analyzer
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->3 way handshake

DHCP->ARP->DNS->TCP->HTTP
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->request timeout could be the firewall is blocking icmp ping 
requests

->layer 3 IP address remains the same from end to end, 
whereas the layer 2 address (e.g. MAC address) keeps changing 
from hop to hop
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->8.8.8.8 or 8.8.8.4 is a google's resolving DNS server 

->Resolving DNS Server->Root Name Server->Top Level 
Domain(.com ...)->Authoritative Name Server (IP Address 
associated administratively publically/Public Web Server or 
Website)

->Request time out ping/icmp being filtered/blocked by the 
firewall 
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CNAME (Alias or another name for an existing record)
A record (name->IPv4 / forward DNS lookup)
AAAA record (name->IPv6)
MX record (email server name for the IP address) 
PTR record (reverse DNS lookup / IP->name)

->Globally/Publically routable IP addres
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->DDNS is used for IP Cameras, web servers etc. 

->upgrades and backups are important before making any 
changes
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-> now if we can ping to the internet IP address but still 
can't browse, that means it is a DNS problem 
->use nslookup to verify the DNS is working fine or ping 
www.google.com
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->You can virtualize PC, Router, Switch, Servers, Firewalls, 
PBX etc. 

->virtualization is an emulated environment
->Virtualization reduces CAPEX and OPEX ( you dont have to 
buy hardware routers, switches and separate machines)
->CAPEX(Capital Expense)
->OPEX(Operational Expense)
->Adding Guest OSes on a Host OS by providing required 
resources
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->you can easily move the whole virtualized Host OS into a 
different physical system and all the guest OSes won't even 
notice any change

->Network process and concept is all the same except that all 
the hardware is virtualized
->ESXi(vmware), Hyper-V(microsoft), GNS3, vSwitch(cisco)
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->All the Data Centers are being virtualizing 
->XaaS (cloud computing)(outsourcing to the service provider)
(NaaS(Network as a Service)->service providers compute, 
Infrastructure, Software etc. as a Service)
->Cloud Services (DropBox, Google Drive, SkyDrive etc.)

(ESXi)
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(Virtualization->Server, Storage and Network Virtualization)
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(XaaS->SaaS/PaaS/IaaS)
->SaaS(Software as a Service)
->PaaS(Platform as a Service)
->IaaS(Infrastructure as a Service (Virtual Office))
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(NaaS/Network as a Service)

(DaaS/Desktop as a Service)
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(Citrix XenApp)
->application run on the server and are simply accessed 
remotely on a any client and anywhere
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(Cloud Computing)

(Private vs. Public Cloud)
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e0 ethernet 10Mbps 
fa0/1 fast ethernet 100Mbps 
ga0/0 gigabit ethernet 1000Mbps/1Gbps

->you can add modules into the modular router but not all 
routers are hot-swappable 
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(to see the routing table on a cisco network)
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(to add a route to the internet/default route)
->if the CE(customer edge) router cant find any route inside 
the network, it sends it out to the internet 

R1#name-server 8.8.8.8

->ISPs block the private address range IP addresses 
i.e. 10.0.0.0 - 10.255.255.255

172.16.0.0 - 172.31.255.255
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192.168.0.0 - 192.168.255.255
so we use NAT (Network Address Translation)

PAT(Port Address Translation)(overloading using port numbers)
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(filtering traffic)
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->blocking ping/icmp on cisco router using ACL 

(SIP/RTP/VoIP/QoS)
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->150ms is the acceptable delay for VoIP end to end
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IEEE(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
Wireless IEEE standards 802.11 (a/b/g/n/ac)

->WiFi Alliance certifies the products for standards to get 
the stamp pf approval 
->WPA (Wireless Access Point)
->Antenna Types (omni-Directional/Uni-directional)
->Actual throughput depends on the interferences (filing 
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cabinets, walls, other APs, microwave ovens, cordless phones 
etc.)

SSID(Service Set Identifier)(personal home use for single 
access point)
ISS(Independent Service Set)(ad-hoc network)
BSSID(Basic Service Set Identifier)(infrastructure mode/one 
or more access points)(corporate/enterprise)
ExSSID(Extended Service Set Identifier)(more than one access 
point with the same SSID)

WLC(Wireless LAN Controller)(for controlling APs)
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1/2 duplex all sharing the same frequency

WEP(Wired Equivalent Privacy)- Broken 
WPA (WiFi Protected Access)- TKIP - broken
WPA2(802.11i) - CCMP/AES
WPA2 Personal 
WPA2 Enterprise - 802.1x (RADIUS Server)
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overlapping 15%
adjusting Radio signal strength 
channel selection
site survey using inSSIDer tool 
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RSSI(Received Signal Strength Indicator)

Channel
SSID
MAC security List (MAC ACL)
Passphrase/Wireless Key/Encryption Key
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DORA(Discover/Offer/Request/Ack)

->DHCP server listens at port 67 
->Client send the request at port 68 
->DHCP options are sent to the client computer and IP Phones
->Scope (range of IP addresses) (pool of addresses) 
->Reservations (reserved IP addresses e.g. for servers)(DHCP 
client/reserved for a MAC address)
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->ip helper address is used on routers or switch if the DHCP 
server is on a different subnet (if a DHCP discover packet is 
heard by router or switch using ip helper address it will 
forward the packet as a unicast to DHCP server)
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->Broadcast SSID
->PoE (inline) enabled on switch
->Incompatible Security (WEP/WPA/WPA2(Personal/Enterprise))
->Interference (site survey using wireless analyzer)(file 
cabinets/cordless phones(2.4Ghz/5Ghz)/same 
channels(Auto)/microwave ovens/RFI(Radio Frequency 
Interference)/EMI(Electromagnetic Interference)/Baby 
monitors)
->Plenum rated wireless access point
->Latency (slowing down of the traffic)
->Bounce and Scatter causes attenuation (degradation of the 
signal) 
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(Cross Over Cable and Straight through Cable)

->Staright through 
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->Cross over cable
1<->3
2<->6
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->GBIC(Gigabit Ethernet Convertor)
->SFP(Small Form Pluggable)
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->if a client has a 169.254.0.0 APIPA address, we need to 
check the connectivity to the DHCP server (also checl the 
DHCP relay i.e. ip helper address on switch or router)
->check the cable, default gateway connectivity, ipconfig 
/release, ipconfig /renew 

->if internet not working you will have to test DNS and try 
ping www.google.com or nslookup www.google.com  (try ping 
8.8.8.8 if you want to check the internet connectivity 
without DNS)

->when we assign a new IP address on an interface it sends a 
gratituous ARP to see if anyone else has the same IP address 

->Black hole router is a router which seem to have missing 
routes and doesn't seem to forward the packet (to test use 
tracert(PC) or traceroute(router))

->MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit)(how big of a packet can you 
send)(MTU between the routers must match otherwise the 
neighbor relationship will not be formed)

->you need to set the default route to let the router know 
where to send the traffic if there is no route in the routing 
table (ip default 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 serial0/0)

->also don't forget to check if the firewall is filtering any 
traffic (could be web, icmp etc.)
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->static ip to printer and server through dhcp on WAP and 
WPA2-PSK wireless security set. 
->100m length for the etherent cable
->2.4Ghz/5Ghz(channel set as Auto)(or use wifi analyzer to 
find the clean channel to set) 
->WAP will also do NAT(Network Address Translation)
->Plenum rated cables and WAP
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->no EMI(Electromagnetic Interference)
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SMF(Single Mode Fiber)
MMF(Multi Mode Fiber)
SFP(Small Form Pluggable)
GBIC(Gigabit Interface Card)
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RG-58 (daisy chaining the devices for cable connection)
RG-6 (cable connection for the home cable modem)
RG-59 
DB-9(RS-232)(9 pin/25 pin connector used for serial port 
connection to the console port using the console cable)(9600 
bits per second)
EIA/TIA(Electronics Industry Alliance/Telecommunications 
Industry Association)

MDF(Main Distribution Frame) (wiring closet)(basement)
IDF(Intermidiate Distribution Frame)(wiring closet)(other 
floors upstairs)
Racks in MDF and IDF
Cable runs from RJ45 wall jack (outlet)(RJ45 socket) to 
IDF/MDF 
terminating cables to patch panels/110 blocks
punch down tool 
66 punch down block (eliminated as so much cross talk due to 
increasing ethernet speed) (patch panel)
110 punch down block (patch panel)
moves adds and changes (MACS i.e moving patch cables to 
another port on the switch from the patch panel)(or moving 
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the port into a different VLAN) 
fiber patch panel 
fiber patch cable
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IEEE 802.11 standard group
inSSIDer
DFS(Dynamic Frequency Selection i.e. Auto)
Channel Bonding (using two channels and more throughput i.e. 
300Mbps)
MIMO(Multiple In Multiple Out) (Multiple Antennas at 
different frequencies and sharing the load)
DSSS(Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum)
OFDM(Orthognal Frequency Division Multiplexing)

higher the frequency the lesser the distance. 
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linksys e4200
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WAN(Wide Area Network) 
SP(Service Provider) 
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uses RJ48
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PSTN(Public Switched Telephone Network) 
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DS0 (Digital Signal 0) 64Kbps 
T1 (T-Carrier) 1.544Mbps 
E1 (E-Carrier) 2.048Mbps 
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E1/E3 (Europe) are all copper media 
T1/T3/DS3 (US) are all copper media 
OCx (Optical Carrier) 
SONET (Syncronous Optical Network)(US)
SDH(Syncronous Digital Hierarchy)(Europe)
DWDM(Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing)
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Satellite (Latency and delay is maximum compared to any other 
BB technology)(not good for VoIP)(basic connectivity is good)
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ISDN(Integrated Services Digital Network)
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ISDN PRI E1 2.048Mbps
ISDN BRI T1 1.544Mbps

SOHO(Small Office Home Office) uses Cable or ADSL2+ interent
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we use modem at the customer premises the same way we use 
CSU/DSU in case of E1/T1 etc. 
PPPoE
PPPoA
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WiMAX(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)(50Kms)
(802.16
LTE(Long Term Evolution)
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POTS(plain old telephone service)
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NBMA(non broadcast multi access)
BMA(broadcast multi access)
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TDR(Time domain reflectometer) ( to get the distance of the 
cable)
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Bonding (Etherchannel using crossover cables between 
switches)

DSL Bonding
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S=Short
L=Longer
E=Extra Long
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ethernet cable (it will be straight through cable)(i.e. cable 
runs) from the wall jack(RJ45 socket) to the IDF(wiring 
closet) patch panel (110 punch down block in a 19U rack) will 
be around 90meters long as 5 meters are gone in punch down 
etc. (test the wire map using a cable tester after cable runs 
and cable termination is done on the patch patchnel 110 
block)
(certify if the cable is in specification (i.e crosstalk is 
in tolerance) using cable certifier/tester (from wall jack to 
wiring closet)=how far it is and the pin numbering(wire map) 
and crosstalk)
Then you connect patch cable from patch panel to the switch 
(straight through)
cable from the switch goes to the router
cable from the router goes to demarc(ISDN PRI E1/fiber etc.) 
from the service provider
between IDF and MDF we have verticle cable runs and can use 
MMF(Multi mode fiber)
between buildings we that have more MDFs we can use 
SMF(single mode fiber) 
[we have patch panels for fiber and copper]
[in a rack we have patch panels/switches/blade 
servers(virtualized environment/AIO server)/routers]
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multiple servers behind one ip address and using load 
balancer
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TDR(Time domain Reflectometer)
OTDR(Optical time domain reflectometer)
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Client Server Real VNC
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Protocol Analyzer (Wireshark)

Client Server Throughput Tester (LAN Speed Test)
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TTL (is a loop prevention mechanism on layer 3) (traceroute 
sends 3 pings and reduces TTL every single reply comes back)
(if someone is load balancing in the middle will show up as 
more than one ip address reply)
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in linux/unix traceroute uses udp by default whereas in 
windows tracert uses icmp 
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if you type simply dig it gives all the information for root 
servers (for A and AAAA records)
ARP cache(on windows(arp -a)/linux(arp)/router(show arp))
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Kiwi syslog server
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Syslogs are sent to a syslog server whereas system logs are 
the events happening on the system itself 
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if we know the ip address and need to find out the domain 
name we use nslookup 
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Netflow (Scrutinizer/ManageEnginer Netflow Analyzer)
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Wire scheme (physical diagram) 
Network maps (logical diagram)

Network Wiring Scheme
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cable trays close to the ecieling 

Network Maps
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Cable Management

213



Baseline 
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Inventory Control and Asset Management
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PPDIOO
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QoS(Quality of Service)(Classify and prioritize)
Real Time traffic - VoIP or Video
Business critical but not real time - Email(SMTP/POP/IMAP) or 
FTP 
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traffic shaping/rate-limiting
traffic policing
DSCP(Differentiated Services Codepoint)

Juniper/HP and Cisco are major in QoS . 

F5 is for load balancing

High availability (HSRP/GLBP/VRRP)
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ACL on CCP(Cicso configuration professional)
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VPN(Virtual Private Network)(Logical Tunnel)

SSL->TLS(https)(banking etc.)
SSL VPN
Site to site VPN is usually IPSec and Remote Access VPN 
usually is SSL 
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ISAKMP(Internet Security Association Key Management Protocol)
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SSH(Secure Shell)

NAS(Network Access server)
RAS(Remote Access Server)
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ICA(Independent Computing Architecture)(Citrix proprietary)
(remote access of applications from a single server)(thin 
clients connected to server)
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ESSID(Enterprise Service set identifier)(more than on access 
point broadcasting the same SSIDs)

BYOD(Bring Your Own Device)
WEP(Wired Equivalent Privacy) 
WPA(Wireless Protected Access)
802.11a/b/g/n
802.11i 
PSK(Pre Shared Key)
WPA2-ENT(802.11x)(Radius server)

Site surveys(inSSIDer)->Frequencies are set(channels/2.4 or 
5Ghz)->Security (WPA2-ENT/MAC filtering)
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PAP(is in plain text so not used anymore more like WEP)
CHAP or MS-CHAP is used now. 
bi-directional authentication(Client authenticates the router 
and the router authenticates the client to avoid rogue 
devices in the middle)
(CHAP/Challenge Handshake Protocol)
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AAA(Authentication, Authorization and Accounting)(RADIUS or 
TACACS+)
AAA(who are you, what are you allowed to do and keeping track 
of it)

RADIUS and TACACS+ are protocols between the client and the 
AAA server
RADIUS(Remote Authentication DialIn User Service)
TACACS+ is a cisco proprietary and RADIUS is industry 
standard
with TACACS+ the entire payload is encrypted whereas with 
RADIUS only the password is encrypted. 
clinet<->router<->AAA server(using TACAS+)<->ADS(active 
directory services)
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EAP(Extensible Authentication Protocol)

Kerberos is a client server authentication model and can have 
single sign-on feature 
KDC(Key distribution center)
TGT(Ticket granting ticket)
PKI(Public key infrastructure)
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safari, chrome, firefox, IE all have pre-defined list of well 
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known certificate authorities(CA)
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Attacks/Vulnerabilities/Mitigation
War dialing 
War driving(GPS mapping software)
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war chalking

lower the antenna power to protect against WEP/WPA crack 
(back track tool used to crack the password)

use wireless lan controller (WLC) to protect from rogue APs

Evil twin (protected access/VPN tunnel(SSL or IPSec) will 
save from man in the middle attack or eavesdropping)
(DHCP snooping (dynamic arp inspection/DAI) can be used to 
protect from man in the middle attack)

DoS/DDoS(Denial of Service)(power cut/cable cut)(firewall)
(rate limiting for a certain type of traffic e.g. firewall 
intercepting the tcp sync requests)(e.g. icmp ping blocking)

Phishing attack in an email(clicking on a malicious link)
(malicious java code/malicious scripting or active-x code)

Mitigation to MAC flooding is mac address limiting i.e. port 
security
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pfSense (free firewall software on windows)
checkpoint software firewall on windows

stateful firewall= remembring sessions (dynamically allow 
return traffic)

ACLs(Access Control lists) do packet filtering and they 
simply filter the traffic
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ASDM=Adaptive security device manager
ASA=Adaptive security appliance

100 is the highest security level and 0 is the least secure
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all traffic from highe security to low security without any 
restrictions but low security can't go to high security
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if tcp port 80 is open someone can tunnel traffic through 
port 80. so we have to check the payload.

IDS is not an inline device whereas IPS is an inline device
IDS(INtrusion detection system) 
IPS(intrusion prevention system)
WSUS=windows server update services
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ACLs are stateless 
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